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ABSTRACT

We developed a force-reflecting teleoperation
system that uses a real-time graphic simulator. This
system eliminates the effects of communication
rime delays in remote robot manipulation. The
simulator provides the operator with predictive
display and feedback of computed contact forces
through a six-degree of freedom (6-DOF) master
ann on a real-time basis. With this system, peg-in-
hole tasks involving round-trip commumcauon
time delays of up to a few seconds were performed
at three support levels: a real image alone, a predictive
display with a real image, and a real-time graphic
simulator with computed-contact-force reflection
and a predictive display. The experimental results
indicate the best teleoperation efficiency was achieved
by using the force-reflecting simulator with two
images. The shortest work time, lowest sensor
maxmaum, and a 100% success rate were obtained.
These results demonstrate the effectiveness of
simulated-force-reflecting teleolgmtion efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
In order to establish on-orbit manipulation and

rendezvous-docking technologies, a satellite mounted
with a robot manipulator will be launched in 1997[1].
The experiments involve a challenging attempt of
master-slave teleoperation from the ground, which
raises the crucial problem of communication time
delay between the onboard system and the ground
system. It is expected that a delay of 2 to 4 second
will exit in each way, and this delay deteriorates
teleoperation efficiency.

In the past, the following methods have been
e_vSed to overc_m this delay. The most primitive is

e-and-wait strategy, which is time-consuming
and increases the fatigue of the operator. The predictive
display provides a delay-free clear picture through a
predictive simulator on a real-timebasis. Even with
zts support, however, the operator tends to make
large operational commands to the robot due to lack
of contact force feedback. This situation can cause

damage to the equipment or generate vibrations that
affect the satellite's attitude. The compliance control

of the slave arm is able to accommodate the force
that is generated by excessive operational command
input, but cause of the limited capacity of computer
resources mounted on the satellite, damage or negative
affects still occur. The bilateral master-slave mamp.ula-
tion loop is known to be unstable in teleoperatmns
involving time delays above 1 second [5].

In this paper we propose computed-force-reflecting
teleoperation using a real-time simulation and show
its effectiveness through a typical teleoperation task
of peg-in-hole. Originally, a similar idea was proposed
in [4], [5], [6], [7], and [8], but the proposals ddidnot
include precise evaluations of the idea. We developed a
tel .eopemfion system including a display of degraded
real images with a time delay, a real-time graphic
simulator that provides contact force information,
and a predictive display [3]. This enabled us to compare
different types of teleoperation in practical basis. In this
paper, we also propose a new concept of "virtual
collisions in a viixtml world". Based on this concept,
the constraint force is generated from virtual objects
that do not exist in reality. This force guides the slave
ann along a safe path and prevents it from colliding
with obstacles. With this system, high-precision peg-
in-hole tasks involving round-trip communication time
delays of up to a few seconds were performed at
three support levels: a real image alone, a predictive
display with the real image, and a real-time graphic
simulator with computed-contact-force reflection
and a predictive display. We show the experimental
results which demonstrate the effecuveness of

simulated-force-reflecting teleoperation.

COLLISIONS IN A VIRTUAL WORLD
In this section, we describe the concept of our

teleoperation system. Real collisions and virtual
collisions are implemented in the force-reflecting
real-time simulator.

Real Collisions in a Virtual World
Real collisions in a virtual world involve collisions

of similar objects built in a virtual world as well as the
real world For example, when collisions are generated
between the slave arm and the equipment in a virtual
world, they would also produce collisions in the real
world. We define these collisions as "real collisions
in a virtual world". Systems that can feed back the
collision forces simulated by these models have
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been reported [5], [6], [7], [8].
Because direct collisions between objects would

produce collisions in the real world as well, they
may cause equipment damage or generate vibrations
that affect the satellite's attitude. To prevent damage
and vibration and also to guide the slave arm to a
safe position, we propose me new concept : Virtual
collisions in a virtual world.

Virtual Collisions in a Virtual World
'Wirtual collisions in a virtual world" are collisions

between virtual objects that do not exist in reality.
Collisions between virtual objects would not produce
collisions in the real world because they do not exist
in the real world. If this concept is applied to the
master-slave o_ration, constraint force ts generated
from the virtu_ objects. It works to le,-ulthe sl,-ive arm to
a safe position and to avoid direct contact with objects:.
Wecan create virtual objects of any kind in a virtual
world, therefore, we can define a variety of constraint
environments that do not exit in reality.

sozrWARE IMPLEMENTATION

This section reviews the concept of real collisions
and then discusses the generation of a constraint force
from virtual collisions.

Implementation of Real Collisions in a Virtual
World

A collision generated between the slave arm and
an object on the satellite is noted as a real collision.
It would also produce a collision in a virtual world,
because similar objects are built in the virtual world.
The force is calculated as a simple spring-loaded
model as in the following equation (1).

Fb = K Ar (i)
where Fb is the force of collision as viewed from the

slave arm base coordinate system X b. K is a stiffness.
A r denotes the distance between the surface and the

current position of the tip of nxxteled slave arm.

Implementation of Virtual Collisions
To generate a constraint force needed to move

the slave arm to a target position (see Figure 1), a
virtual collision is consadered. No collision is induced
in the real world. Our 5-step method to generate a
constraint force is as follows:

[Step 1] Calculate the collision force Fb at the
virtual collision point as viewed from the slave arm

base coordinate system.
Collision point virtual frames' are coordinate

systems that can be set to any po_t of the object
collision. They are set at the each collision point when
a virtual collision occurs between the slave arm and the
vimml object (see Figure 1). There are twice as many
as virtual frames as there are collision points.

[Step 2] Convert the value of Fb to Fv, the force
of a collision point virtual frame.

Fv =VRb Fb (2)
where VRb is a transformation matrix from the

slave arm coordinate system m the collision point
virtual frame.

[Step 3] Set the force sensor coordinate system,
X c, on any position on the slave arm. This coordinate

position corresponds to a position on the handle of
the master ann.

[Step 4] Apply a virtual collision force, Fv, to the
collision point virtual frame relative to the virtual coUi-
sion poini on the slave amx Calculate the force, fc, and
the rr_n_nt, nc, by using the real-time simulator func-
tion of inverse dynamics calculation processing [3].

[Step 5] Generate the constraint force on the
master arm side to facilitate operation.
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coordinatesy_m z_/_)51ave arm
Force of eqllision -Fbf'_

sctha 8 on stove arm j_. _Collision point virtual frame
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Figure 1. Virtual collision

lieafion for a Peg-in-Hole Task
Collision Model for a Pe_-in-Hole Task Vir-

tual collision forms vary according to the task nature. In
a peg-in-hole task application, for example, proper
positioning during movement to the vicinity of the
hole should perrmt inserting the peg into the hole
through constrained movement only in the z-axis
direction. Safe, efficient, and reliable positioning is
ensured by the use of a virtual collision modelas
shown in Figure 2. In this model, a virtual wire is
set at the tip of the peg, a variable virtual column is
set at the center of the hole opening, and a virtual
plane is set around the hole.

Slave arm _ Virtual wire

Peg

Vlrtua.ipl?ne__ _ _ ___

Variable virtual column

Figure 2. Virtual collision model

The model is characterized by :
(1) A real-time collision calculation resulting

from the use of a virtual wire and a variable virtual
column.

(2) Responsiveness to changes in the attitude of
_e til_ of the slave arm derived from the use of a
virtual wire.

(3) Reduced radius of the variable virtual column
upon insertion of the virtual wire. As a results, a
constraint force is g_ to erect the virlml wire. A
second order function is used as a radius function.
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Constraint Force Calculation Processing The
following sections describe the procedure for calculat-
ing the constraint force to be fed back to the operator
through the master arm.

[Siep 1] Calculate the constraint force Fb as
viewed from the slave arm base coordinate system
E b. This virtual collision case is shown in Figure 3.

_ kSlave arm

0<ldzl O<ldzl<h
Fz: k Az Pr= k Ar

(a)
Collision between
the virtual wire
and the virtual

plane

Figure 3.

PoPv < r, P'oPc> r
o<la-I<h
Pr= k &r

Co
Collision _etween Collisio.(_etween

the tip of the vigual the virtual wi_e and
wire aria the variable virtual
the variable virtual column
column

Virtual wire collisions

[Step 2] Calculate the force, fc, and the moment,
no, acnng upon the force sensor coordinate system
as mentioned in the above section. Feed back this
force and moment to the master arm on a real-time
basis. This force enables the operator to reach the
center of the hole opening quickly and safely. An
operator can sense the constraint force through the
master arm. A damping, term is attached to the force
Fb to stabilize the transluon to a non-collision state [7].

Fb = K Ar + DAi" (3)
where K is a stiffness, D is a damping coefficient,

and/_ r denotes the distance between the surface of the
virtual object and the current position of the virtual
wire.

EXPERIMENT

Peg-in-Hole Tasks with Three Teleoperation
System

Peg-in-hole tasks involving round-trip commu-
nication time dela_,swere performed atthree support
levels: a real image alone, a predictive display with
the real image, and a real-time g_aphic simu2ator with
computed-contact-force reflecnon and a predictive
display. The round-trip communication time delays
used were 0, 4, and 8 seconds. The peg was 30 mm
in diameter. The clearance between the peg and the
hole was 0.9 mm. The depth of hole was 20 mm.
The slave ann controller had]ocal compliant control to
avoid damaging the equipment.

Teleoperation System Configuration
Our system configuration is shown in Figure 4.

The operator traces a path through the 6-DOFmaster
arm while viewing the slave arm on a real image or
predictive display. Simulated collision force is fed
back to the operator through the master arm. The

real slave arm follows the created path with time
delays. Figure 5 shows a man-machine interface
system. The monitor display, force-reflecting simu-
lator display, and master arm are arranged from left
to right.

f--Onboard system _ (---_Ground system N_deh, y

__ i_time simulato_ I_ ._

FAROT-M6 F

_-_ _ Iccntrol I'll I/" h?l_dicti_l I-,:_,ml
1 I i--qJ-l Iccmal_lta" ¶su_.umux., _ _'_disp|ay _m_ ¢_t'n'putcr

I (FMR?O) _ "- .-./_. -- /_.,_ ; [ Q_ botrd)_Fr_'_ ,K,_...... ......._•

k _ communication

Figure 4. System configuration

Monitor display Force-reflecti0n

for real image simulator display Master arm

Figure 5. Man-machine interface system

RESULTS
The experimental results are indicated below.

Figure 6 is a diagram of task time when using a real
image. Longer lame delays prolong the completion
times. For an 8-second time delay, an operator sup-
ported by a real image alone could not perform
"move-and-wait" type teleoperation.

We compared the support levels of teleoperation
with round-trip time delay of 4 seconds. Figure 7 is
a diagram of the total time of each task. The task time
for the simulated-force-reflecting teleoperation is the
shortest. The constraint force reduces the time

needed to move to the vicinity of the hole. The time of
peg insertion was not affected by the teleoperation
support levels, because peg insertaon was carried out
through constrained movement in the z-axis direction.
Figure 8 is a diagram of force sensor maximums. The
sensor maximum for the simulated-force-reflecting
teleoperation is also the lowest. Figure 9 shows the
sample records of force sensor measurements. For
both the real image and the predictive display, large
amplitude and vibration were measured, while for
the simulated-force-reflecting teleoperation, the
measurmr_nts varied much less. Table I summarizes

the effects of support levels and lists the success rates.
We regarded the result as a successful execution
when the peg was inserted into the hole. The success
rate was calculated from several trials. The success rate
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of using the force-reflecting simulator is 100%.
Overall, the simulated-force-reflecting teleoperation
returned the best performance. The force-reflecting
simulator provided us essentially identical perfor-
mance even for 8-second time delays.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates the effectiveness of
simulated-force-reflecting teleopcration. The ex-
perimental results with peg-in-hole tasks indicates
the best teleoperation efficiency was provided by the
force-reflecting simulator. The results also demonstrate
the effectiveness of teleoperation based on the concept 4o0
of virtual collisions in a virtual world. Feedback of a

constraint force from virtual objects results in safer, _30a
more efficient, and more reliable task execution.
We plan to apply these new teleoperation concepts ._ 2_

to such tasks as paddle expansion and screw tightening. _ 10a
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Table 1 Comparison of the teleoperation support levels
focce

Supi_r t Time" =crater Sucre.

delay ij_uz L_] ra_level I=l [_1

Real 2 67

image 4 55 38
33

Predictive : 64

display 4 63 80
19
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reflecting 4 6.7 100
simulator 9.6
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